Date of publication of the job offer: November, 30, 2018

Research Assistant in Online Interactive Communication Project (MINECO/FEDER, UE)

Job description

We are seeking a researcher/assistant with capacity to offer technical, administrative and scientific support for a competitive research project focused in interactive content and creation in multimedia information communication: audiences, design, systems and styles. Researcher will be incorporated at DigiDoc Research Group. DigiDoc is integrated in GRP Unit (Journalism Research Group) on Communication Department, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, and it’s located in Barcelona (Spain).

The successful candidate will be involved in the development of work packages of the project, administrative support, update and web improvement, and research and data analysis.

Project and Institution that finance the contract

The work is supported by grant: CSO2015-64955-C4-2-R (MINECO/FEDER, UE) from the Spanish Ministry of Economy (MINECO) and FEDER, UE, sources, as a part of the “Programa Estatal de Investigación, Desarrollo e Innovación Orientada a los Retos de la Sociedad, Convocatoria 2015, Modalidad 1: «Proyectos De I+D+i»”.

Official number reference

CSO2015-64955-C4-2-R (MINECO/FEDER, UE)

Information on the minimum requirements

- Oral and written communication skills.
- Fluent spoken and written English.
- Web and Social Networks Programming and Edition.
- Master or equivalent degree in Communication Research
- Communication Research and Methodology Skills

Benefits of the opening

The candidate will receive a UPF/PSR part time contract (Research Support Contract) from January, 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018, with a total cost of 9.043,73€.

Information on the application process

Interested candidates are encouraged to contact with Pere Freixa. To apply, send a letter of interest
and CV to: pereDOTfreixaATupfDOTedu

Deadline to submit applications: December, 15, 2018

Contact: pere DOT freixa AT upf DOT edu